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In 2018 a flood damaged some drawings by Valerio Adami, in Musée Jean Cocteau
(Menton, France). Conservator Silvia Brunetti was in charge of the initial emergency
decision regarding conservation of these drawings, as well as the subsequent
Conservation treatment.
Their large size as well as the degree of damage suggested a team work. This paper
provides some details regarding the particularities on working on oversized formats.
CoVid does not precisely enhance the unavoidable hands-on nature of a conservation, and
yet we should not stop collaborating and looking for fruitful synergies when dealing with
complex treatments. We finally achieved to plan a short collaboration of some days in
which many processes could be fulfilled.
Besides the drawings were apparently very similar (same author, same technique, similar
scale and similar date) the slightly diverse degree of damage implies using different
techniques and/or conservation methods for each. And although a thorough planning of
the whole treatment was scheduled in advance, some slight changes in the general
proceeding were applied for the latter, due to the experience on the first as well as other
factors.
A slanted capillary was carried on, and this part demands quite a complex set on a
conservation studio, which is detailed on the paper.
After cleaned, the drawings had been lined. The consolidation stage is also complex in
terms of humidity control of the object along all the process, due to the big format of the
drawing as well as the painting technique (probably casein).
The timings of flattening and drying out of the drawings is quite crucial to enable a nice
finishing and proper adhesion of the backing support. Avoiding tensions and wrinkles is
means having a control of the drying out, which might take many hours.
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